
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

The legal and political environment of foreign markets has a direct effect on your business. Furthermore, these factors
can vary from one city or state to the next.

The clout of any given supplier depends on scarcity: If you can't buy anywhere else, your negotiating room is
limited. Spain and other Mediterranean countries emphasize leisure time; Germany and Japan value efficiency
and have strict workplace rules. Thus, it's essential to research the host country and its markets before
expanding your operations. Before you go global, make sure you have a good understanding of the
international business environment. In short, the CEO should have a strategic and effective human
management not only for the sake of company benefits but also for the positive development of their
employees. You cannot sell your products in supermarkets or set your own prices. Also, business professionals
from different countries may view the purpose of negotiation or verbal agreement differently. For example, the
task of licensing is completely according to the law. Additionally, what's acceptable in one country may be
considered offensive or fraudulent in another. After you establish yourself, you'll eventually have to face
newer firms that try to slice away your customers. For example, if a business has skilled and motivated
workers, they are sure to be the biggest asset of this enterprise. You can't control the economy, but
understanding it can help you spot threats and opportunities. No company can survive without having capital
resources. These factors after being figured out are grouped into strengths and weaknesses of the company.
Internal: Company Culture Your internal culture consists of the values, attitudes and priorities that your
employees live by. External: Competition from other Businesses Unless your company is unique, you'll have
to deal with competition. With the modern and high quality facilities, stable power, internet and wifi
connection, and so on your company is likely to perform better. Social Environment Its social environment
determines a country's value system. There are two types of factors that affect international business: External
factors Internal factors External factors It includes various factors such as social conditions of the economy,
the influence of the political environment and there are also some legal factors that affect the working of the
business. No external factors affect business more than an economic condition, which is the present state of
the economy. The power of your customers depends on how fierce the competition for their dollars is, how
good your products are, and whether your advertising makes customers want to buy from you, among other
things. Companies that are planning to go global have no control over the external environment. As a business
owner, it's essential that you anticipate prospective market situations before going global. Better the political
environment, highest is the growth of the business and on the other hand, worst the political environment,
lowest the growth of the international business. Social conditions The social conditions include various
demographics such as the trends and the status of the people living in the society. Thus, the business entities
have to follow it. It has a direct impact on the working of the business operations. Here are some suggestions
for you to achieve this efficiency : Study the business situation Pay attention to product cost Map process
failure and discover failure Use technology for better operation productivity Organizational structure To have
a suitable organizational structure requires the owners have to consider carefully set up a system to work
smoothly within the company. Innovation In the competitive marketplace and industrial revolution we are
living now, no company can survive without upgrade new ideas and technology served overall success.
Innovation is rewarding for your business only when you step by step start to holistically approach to
innovation, plan and encourage innovation and spread investment for innovation in your business. It is
affected by various factors such as: Rate of inflation. When your cash resources are too limited, it affects the
number of people you can hire, the quality of your equipment, and the amount of advertising you can buy. If
you're flush with cash, you have a lot more flexibility to grow and expand your business or endure an
economic downturn. Smokers have fewer and fewer places they can smoke legally. Japan, for instance, values
social hierarchy in all aspects of life, including work. Technological Factors Technology is one of the primary
environmental factors you should consider before expanding your business.


